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Last week we were delighted to 
have a visit from our local MP, 
Florence Eshalomi. She met 
many of the children and 
showed a great interest in their 
work. Several students were 
able to talk to her about the 
tasks they were engaged in. 
Daniel, our Head Boy and 
Tamara, our Deputy Head Girl, 

talked about their Maths work and how they have been looking at the value of different coins. Dan-
iel stated that this will really help them when they are out in the community in local shops. Florence 
also spent time in Art and asked for students to create some art work for her office in Parliament. 
She also promised us the opportunity to visit her at the House of Commons in the future. Thank you 
Florence, it was great to meet you!  
Mr Juckes 

Class of the Week 

12TF 
Congratulation! 
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Tuesday 

Football 

ICT 

Wii Dance 

Sensory Play 

After School Clubs 

Thursday 

Art 

Bikes 

Drama 

Dodgeball 

Have fun! 

This term, Year 9 explore the "States of Matter". In this scientific experiment 
with 9NT we produced CO2 in a gas form inside a liquid solvent (oil). The stu-
dents learnt that if we mix a solid and a liquid together we can produce a gas 
(solid + liquid  gas).  
This was the 4th scientific experiment about the States of Matter and definite-
ly such a fun one; the students were thrilled with the form of the pro-
duced CO2 which 
looked like "green lava". 

Last Friday the students from 13AM went on a trip to see the Arsenal Emirates Stadi-
um. They planned this trip as part of this term’s topic “Using Transport”. The pupils 
researched how they could travel to Arsenal and what is the best route to get there.  

As the biggest fans of Arsenal at school, they looked at the stadium, popped into the 
shop and visited the Arsenal museum. They saw a collection of shirts, shoes, footballs, 
medals and trophies.  

The trip was great. The students were tired, though they were all keen to practise their 

independent travelling skills every week! 


